FrameSaver.∏
Like wood,
only better.
FrameSaver Door Frames
never rot and last a lifetime.
Finger Jointed
Composite material is finger
jointed to the wood to create a
perfect fit and maintain the
structural integrity of the frame.

Composite Material
FrameSaver won’t absorb water
like wood. The bottom of the
frame won’t rot. Ever.

Like Wood, Only Better
FrameSaver Composite machines
and finishes just like wood.

Lifetime Transferable Warranty
FrameSaver Door Frames are so
resistant to rot and insect damage
that they are guaranteed for life!

Easily Recognized Debossment
Ensures builders and homeowners
have genuine FrameSaver protecting
the bases of their homes.
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FRAMESAVER ® FEATURES & BENEFITS
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WHY BUY A FRAMESAVER® DOOR FRAME?
Why ask for FrameSaver frames in your doors? FrameSaver
Door Frames from Endura are simply the best door frames
on the market. They are so dependable that they come with
a lifetime transferable warranty that nobody can match. Our
patented composite bottom won’t absorb water, warp, crack
or rot and finishes and paints just like wood. FrameSaver’s
finger-jointed wood composite protects the base of the
frame from moisture exposure, and thus prevents water
from wicking into the wood. Rot never has a chance to
begin. That’s Performance Standard.
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FRAMESAVER FEATURES
1. Field Proven: Over a decade of “non-rot” performance.
2. FrameSaver Lifetime Warranty.
			 • Will not rot or decay.
			
• Fully transferable.
3. Easily identifiable FrameSaver Brand stamped right
onto the product.
			 • Ensures the quality.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
The Best In The Industry

FRAMESAVER PREVENTS:

4. Finishes and paints just like wood.
5. Patented composite bottom won’t absorb water so it won’t rot.
			 • Won’t wick water or swell.
			 • Rot never begins.
6. The composite material is finger-jointed to wood for a perfect
fit that maintains the structural integrity of the frame.
			
• Extremely strong and durable.
7. 180 Day Primer comes standard.
			 • 180 days of protection.
			
• Excellent coverage.
			
• Currently developing 100% lift/adhesion prevention.
			 • Improves top coat.

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding or machining wood products can expose you to wood
dust, a substance known to the State of California to cause cancer. Avoid inhaling wood
dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information
go to www.P65Warning.ca.gov/wood.
Innovation protected under patents and patents pending in U.S. and Canada.
See www. EnduraPatents.com.
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